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NEW QUESTION: 1
Who defines the Webex Teams retention policy?
A. Local governments define retention policy.
B. Each user defines their own retention policy
C. Cisco defines the retention policy.
D. Each customer defines its own retention policy.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1. You have a
virtualization environment that contains the virtualization
server in the following table.

The virtual machines are configured as shown on the following
table.
All the virtual machines use basic disks. VM1 is protected by
using BitLocker Drive Encryption (BitLocker). You plan to use
Azure Site Recovery to migrate the virtual machines to Azure.
Which virtual machines can you migrate? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Not VM1 because it has BitLocker enabled.
Not VM2 because the OS disk is larger than 2TB.
Not VMC because the Data disk is larger than 4TB.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/hyper-v-az
ure-support-matrix#azure-vm-requirements

NEW QUESTION: 3
How should you save a Virtual Connect configuration?
A. enclosure setting, configuration scripts, inventory
B. domain setting, backup/restore
C. from CLI: show all &gt; cfg.txt
D. enclosure setting, configuration scripts, show config, save
Answer: B
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